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Abstract

Transformer model with multi-head attention requires caching intermediate results for efficient inference in generation tasks. However, cache brings new memory-related costs and prevents leveraging larger batch size for faster speed. We propose memory-efficient lossless attention (called EL-attention) to address this issue. It avoids heavy operations for building multi-head keys and values, cache for them is not needed. EL-attention constructs an ensemble of attention results by expanding query while keeping key and value shared. It produces the same result as multi-head attention with less GPU memory and faster inference speed. We conduct extensive experiments on Transformer, BART, and GPT-2 for summarization and question generation tasks. The results show EL-attention speeds up existing models by 1.6x to 5.3x without accuracy loss.

1. Introduction

Transformer model with multi-head attention achieves success in various generation tasks, such as text generation (Raffel et al., 2019; Radford et al., 2019; Lewis et al., 2020; Brown et al., 2020), image generation (Parmar et al., 2018; Cho et al., 2020), and music generation (Huang et al., 2018). However, inference speed is a serious problem in generation models. Recently, a variety of methods have been proposed for the speed up of Transformer and variant models. Many methods focus on reducing complexity on sequence length, like restricting tokens which can be looked at (Zaheer et al., 2020; Beltagy et al., 2020), using sort (Tay et al., 2020) or hash technology (Kitaev et al., 2020), keeping cumulative states (Katharopoulos et al., 2020), and compressing dimension (Goyal et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020a). Others study reducing model size to accelerate inference by pruning layer (Fan et al., 2019) or training a smaller student model (Shleifer & Rush, 2020). Another way is non-autoregressive generation (Gu et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2018; Qi et al., 2020) which generates all tokens at once, instead of predicting the next token step by step. While these excellent methods can effectively speed up the models, they require users to train a new model, and it is hard to apply them to an existing model directly. Moreover, most of them suffer more or less accuracy loss (Tay et al., 2021).

In this paper, we explore generation speedup by optimizing cache size and memory movement rather than reducing computational complexity. This choice is based on an insight from studying the generation process. Multi-head attention needs to convert query, key, and value to their multi-head format for assembling attention results. Under the context of incremental generation, a query is a feature vector belonging to $\mathbb{R}^{d_m}$, while key and value are sequences of $n$ feature vectors with shape $\mathbb{R}^{n \times d_m}$. Changes in key and value are minimal during an incremental decoding step, and they are usually cached to avoid complex and duplicated computation. With cache, overall speed is much faster than without cache, but cache maintenance cost is still non-trivial. There is a significant room to achieve quicker speed by reducing memory complexity.

We present a new memory-efficient lossless attention, called EL-attention. It can speed up inference by reducing cache size and memory movement complexity. Memory used for caching input related model states is reduced from $O(Ld_m)$ to $O(d_m)$ where $L$ is number of decoder layers and $d_m$ is model dimension. EL-attention further reduces memory movement when using beam search or other search methods to produce many candidates for each input. We achieve this by only expanding query when constructing an ensemble of attention results. Our method avoids converting key and value to multi-head format. All queries from different heads and beams share the same key and value. Despite the change of attention, our method can be compatible with multi-head attention via a particular converted form of query. By taking advantage of the saved memory movement, our method can accelerate inference under the same setting as the baseline. Also, our method saves a massive amount of memory. This saved memory can be harvested in multiple ways, like fitting a bigger model in GPU, or using a larger batch size for further speed up.
To summarize our contributions:

1. We propose a new attention method called EL-attention, which can replace multi-head attention at the inference stage to generate the same results with smaller cache size and less memory movement.

2. We evaluate EL-attention on the Transformer, BART, GPT-2 model for summarization tasks (CNN/DailyMail and XSum) and question generation task (SQuAD 1.1). It shows 1.6x to 5.3x speedup across all models on these tasks in beam search, diverse beam search, and greedy search.

3. We show that EL-attention uses 96x lesser memory for caching input related states in BART model, which supports running with 10x larger batch size and 5x speed. It is potentially valuable for memory limited devices, like mobile and IoT devices.

2. Background

We first introduce Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) under generation context, then describe speed analysis.

2.1. Scaled Dot-Product Attention

Attention allows one position to grab information from other positions. Given key matrix and value matrix $K, V \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times d}$, and a query vector $Q \in \mathbb{R}^{d}$, the attention is calculated as:

$$\text{Att}(Q, K, V) = \text{softmax}\left(\frac{QK^T}{\sqrt{d}}\right)V$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

2.2. Multi-Head Attention

In multi-head attention, independent attentions are applied in parallel to obtain the final result:

$$\text{MultiHead}(Q, K, V) = \sum_{i=1}^{h} \text{Att}(Q_i, K_i, V_i)W^O_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $Q_i = QW^Q_i$, $K_i = KW^K_i$, $V_i = VW^V_i$.

Here, $W^Q_i, W^K_i, W^V_i \in \mathbb{R}^{d_m \times d_k}$ and $W^O_i \in \mathbb{R}^{d_k \times d_m}$. The $h$ is the number of heads, and $Q_i, K_i, V_i$ represent the query, key, and value for the $i$-th head respectively. The $d_k$ is typically set to $\frac{d_m}{h}$.

2.3. Incremental Decoding

For Transformer inference, prediction of the next token depends on the input sequence and previously generated sequence. The last token attends to its previous output and input at each step. States (key and value) are cached and reused to avoid redundant calculation. See Figure 1, although each decoder layer attends to the same encoder output, it needs to build its own cache for storing key and value due to each layer having different weight parameters $W^K_i$ and $W^V_i$.

Figure 1. The cache used in encoder-decoder attention during incremental decoding.

2.4. Speed Analysis

Arithmetic intensity (AI) is a ratio of floating-point operations performed to data movement (FLOPs/Bytes). Speed performance (GFLOP/s) is:

$$\text{GFLOP/s} = \min \left\{ \frac{\text{Peak GFLOP/s}}{\text{Peak GB/s} \times \text{AI}} \right\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

A function is bounded by memory when AI is small, and its threshold ranges from ten to a hundred for V100 GPU on single and half precision (Yang et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020b).

Decoding is largely bounded by memory bandwidth due to low arithmetic intensity (Shazeer, 2019; Tay et al., 2020). Its speed is also affected by latency because of the small computational scale per instruction.

3. Method

In this section, we present memory-efficient lossless attention (EL-attention), which is designed for high inference speed and low memory requirement.

We start by introducing EL-attention technical detail in § 3.1. In § 3.2, we present how to use EL-attention to speed up existing vanilla Transformer-based models. Finally, we present theoretical speed analysis in § 3.3.
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3.1. EL-Attention

Our method EL-attention constructs an ensemble of attention results by expanding query only and sharing key and value for all heads. The overall workflow of EL-attention is illustrated in Figure 2b. We first convert query to multi-head format via expanding. Then it directly multiplies with hidden state, which is either encoder output or previous layer output, to calculate attention probability. Intermediate attention result is computed by multiplying attention probability with the same hidden state. Finally, a linear conversion is applied to produce the output. The multi-head attention (see Figure 2a), which is used in the vanilla Transformer, has linear transformation for all query, key, and value to get their multi-head formats.

EL-attention introduces two feed-forward networks (FFN) for calculating an ensemble of attention results:

$$EL(Q, K, V) = \sum_{i=1}^{h} FFN_i^O(Att(FFN_i^Q(Q), K, V))$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Let $FFN_i^Q$ and $FFN_i^O: \mathbb{R}^{d_m} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{d_m}$ be conversion functions for query and individual attention results, the choice of this functions can be arbitrary, like one or multiple linear conversions, or an activation function. In this work, the following forms are adopted to be completely compatible with vanilla transformer:

$$EL-Q_i = FFN_i^Q(Q) = Q W_i^Q (W_i^K)^T$$

and

$$FFN_i^O(X) = X W_i^V W_i^O$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $W_i^Q, W_i^K, W_i^V \in \mathbb{R}^{d_m \times d_k}$ and $W_i^O \in \mathbb{R}^{d_k \times d_m}$, these weight parameters are same as the ones in multi-head attention. The normalization factor $d$ in attention softmax Equation 1 is $d_k$ to keep same as multi-head attention, $d_k$ is the rank of EL-Q, while $d_m$ is its dimension.

A critical difference between EL-attention and multi-head attention is how to assemble attention results. EL-attention can provide an ensemble result without projecting key and value to sub-spaces, only query is projected to low-rank format while keeping dimension size unchanged. In multi-head attention, all query, key, and value are projected to sub-spaces, requiring high computational complexity or large memory size for caching.

3.1.1. Efficient Implementation

Several changes are made on the generation implementation to reduce the cache size and memory movement. We present pseudocode to show the key difference between EL-attention and multi-head attention in Appendix A.

First, as EL-attention does not depend on multi-head key and value, their cache can be entirely removed for all encoder-decoder attention sub-layers. Only encoder output is saved, and it is shared for all decoder layers. EL-attention reduces cache size by $2L$ times for encoder-decoder attention, where $L$ is the number of layers in a decoder. In self-attention, we only store output from the previous layer, instead of both key and value, thereby reducing cache size by half.

Second, since multiple query heads are mapped to the same
key in EL-attention, we can reduce memory movement during attention calculation. To recall batch matrix multiplication (BMM) background, BMM of two 3D matrices is equivalent to computing multiple 2D matrix multiplications in parallel. However, this good property requires two 3D matrices to have their first dimension size equal. The first dimensions for query and key need to be adjusted to meet the requirement. Key generally uses a bigger memory size than query because sequence length for query is always one in incremental decoding. In contrast, key’s length is either input length or previous output length. Repetitive loading of key and value linearly slows down the speed in this case. Our implementation involves reshaping query to match the first dimension of key. We decrease query’s first dimension and increase its second dimension, and then one matrix multiplication can generate scores for all heads, which avoids loading key repetitively.

In beam search or other searching methods, which generate many outputs per input, we can map multiple queries to one key and then the memory movement can be further reduced.

### 3.1.2. Exchangeable with Multi-Head Attention

Our method EL-attention can provide the same functional ability as multi-head attention. By leveraging the associative property of matrix multiplication, the multi-head attention formula can be derived from EL-attention, see the proof in Appendix B. We will present more generation result analyses in § 4.5.

### 3.2. EL-Attention Applications

In this work, we explore using EL-attention to replace multi-head attention at the inference stage for speed up. We show how to use EL-attention in transformer model and language model.

In text generation tasks, input length is generally longer than output length. Query-input attention is much heavier than query-previous output attention in terms of computational and memory complexity because at each step query attends to the whole input but only attends to the previously generated output, which gradually grows from one to max output length. With this in mind, we only apply EL-attention to calculate attention for input related part.

**Encoder-Decoder Attention** For a model having encoder-decoder architecture, we apply EL-attention for encoder-decoder attention while keeping self-attention unchanged.

**Self-Attention** For a decoder-only model, input (prefix text) and output sequences are concatenated to feed into the decoder. Both input and previous output tokens are attended to in the self-attention calculation. In this case, we apply EL-attention to calculate attention for the input part, while multi-head attention is still used to handle the previous output part. Attention weights for the input and the previous output are computed separately, then concatenated before applying softmax for computing attention probability, then split for building attention result from input and output, and followed by element-wise addition.

### 3.3. Theoretical Analysis

Here we present analytical comparisons between EL-attention and multi-head attention with/without caching key and value, from the perspective of computational and memory complexity. Attention related operations are divided into three groups based on arithmetic intensities, see Table 1.

The first group of operations is to build multi-head key and value, it has the highest computational complexity $O(nd^2_m)$ and is bounded by computing, where $n$ is sequence length and $d_m$ is model dimension. Our method EL-attention only depends on previous output. Hence it does not need this part, we mark it as 0 in Table 1. To mitigate the computational cost, many sequence-to-sequence libraries (Ott et al., 2019; Wolf et al., 2020; Vaswani et al., 2018) support incremental decoding which caches multi-head key and value in each layer. However, a calculation is still needed at the first decode step. Caching key and value consumes lots of memory, see Table 4, which prevents using bigger batch size for faster inference speed. It also introduces new maintenance costs. For example, beam candidates’ order needs to be changed at each step, and beam search needs to adjust cache order accordingly. Another case happens when part of a batch is finished, the finished sentences need to be removed, it also involves cache adjustment effort.

The second group is to build multi-head query, and project attention results to final output, which is also bounded by computing. EL-attention and multi-head Attention have the same computational complexity $O(d^2_m)$ which is only $1/n$ of the first group. It has the shortest execution time among all three groups.

The third group is to calculate attention weights and weighted sum. This group has $n$ times higher memory complexity compared to group 2, hence bounded by memory. Although EL-attention has higher computational complexity than multi-head attention, it has comparable or faster speed due to lower memory complexity. In beam search or diverse beam search, EL-attention only uses $1/x$ (beam size) memory movement compared to multi-head attention as presented in § 3.1.1.

### 4. Experiments

First, EL-attention and multi-head attention are compared on synthetic data in § 4.1. Then we integrate EL-attention into existing models and compare performance at model level. Experiment setup is introduced in § 4.2 and main
Table 1. Computational and memory complexity for three groups of operations in attention. When caching key and value, multi-head attention only calculates key and value for the first time and re-uses them in the following steps. We mark its computational complexity as 0 for simplicity. Our EL-attention does not depend on multi-head key and value from group 1. Assuming sequence length is bigger than the number of heads, it has lower memory complexity for group 3 when using beam search. For notations, $n$ is sequence length, $d_m$ is model dimension, $h$ is number of heads and $x$ is beam size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Multi-Head Attention</th>
<th>EL Attention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Build Key and Value</strong></td>
<td>Compute bound</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache Key/Value</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compute Complexity</td>
<td>$O(nd_m^2)$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Complexity</td>
<td>$O(nd_m)$</td>
<td>$O(nd_m)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Multi-Head Attention</th>
<th>EL Attention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Build Query</strong></td>
<td>Compute bound</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$O(d_m^2)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$O(hd_m)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$O(xnd_m)$</td>
<td>$O(hxnd_m)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Multi-Head Attention</th>
<th>EL Attention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Calculate Attention</strong></td>
<td>Memory bound</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$O(nd_m)$</td>
<td>$O(nd_m)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$O(xnd_m)$</td>
<td>$O(nd_m + hxnd_m)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our code is open sourced in https://github.com/microsoft/fastseq.

4.1. Analysis on Synthetic Data

4.1.1. Complexity Requirement

We collect performance data for each operation in the attention function. When profiling, parameters are set to batch size 32, beam size 4, input sequence length 1024, head number 16, and model dimension 1024.

In Figure 3, x-axis is memory data movement, y-axis is floating-point operations, both are log scaled, bubble area size represents execution time. Our method EL-attention only has two groups of operations, and it is significantly faster than multi-head attention. In multi-head attention without cache, the first group of operations require more than 500 Giga floating-point operations (GFLOPs) and is undoubtedly bounded by computation. Arithmetic intensity for group 3 operations is close to 1 in baseline. Recall the threshold for memory-computation even point is from ten to hundred, see 2.4. So group 3 of baseline is significantly bounded by memory. Here baseline uses about 0.5 GB memory movement, while our method only costs 0.15 GB.

4.1.2. Speed Analysis

In this subsection, we compare execution time per sample by using synthetic input. For studying impact on sequence length $n$, values $\{2^6, 2^7, 2^8, 2^9, 2^{10}\}$ are used, and beam size is set to 4. For studying impact on beam size $x$, values $\{1, 2, 4, 8\}$ are used, and sequence length is set to 1024. We scale the batch size inversely with the sequence length and beam size. When comparing speed, parameter setting is kept the same for three attention methods. Results are shown in Figure 4.

As expected, the execution time for multi-head attention with or without cache increase linearly with respect to sequence length and beam size. Our method EL-attention is faster than multi-head attention (both with and without cache) for all configurations. Compared to multi-head attention without cache, EL-attention is up to 36x faster. Compared to multi-head attention with cache, the speed up ratio grows from 1.4x to 5x when increasing sequence length. Similarly, our method enlarges speed gain from 2x to 5x when increasing beam size from 1 (greedy search) to 8. EL-attention’s execution time increases sub-linearly at the beginning when sequence length and beam size are small. Starting from certain threshold (around sequence length 256, beam size 4), arithmetic intensity is larger than the even point, it starts increasing linearly due to shift from memory bound to compute bound.
4.2. Setup

In this section, we introduce datasets and models used for studying inference speed in this work. We conduct experiments on a NVIDIA Tesla V100 PCIe 16GB. We choose the maximum batch size that can fit in GPU memory.

4.2.1. Datasets

Two summarization datasets and a question generation dataset are used as benchmarks.

SQuAD 1.1 (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) contains over 100K questions in 536 Wikipedia articles. The version redistributed by GLGE (Liu et al., 2020) has 75722/10570/11877 samples in training/validation/test set. The average input and output length are 149.4 and 11.5 respectively.

XSum (Narayan et al., 2018) consists online articles from BBC. There are 204017/11327/11333 samples in training/validation/test set. The average input and output length are 358.5 and 21.1 respectively.

CNN/DailyMail (Hermann et al., 2015) contains articles from CNN and Daily Mail newspapers. There are 287113/13368/11490 samples in training/validation/test set. The average input and output length are 822.3 and 57.9.

4.2.2. Models

EL-attention can be applied to a wide range of multi-head attention based models. Here we select three popular models (Transformer, BART, and GPT-2) as representatives. They cover two widely used architectures: encoder-decoder and decoder only. Experiments load their existing model checkpoints without extra training effort.

Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) is a widely studied encoder-decoder model with attention function. We use checkpoint shared by GLGE (Liu et al., 2020) which is trained from scratch on SQuAD 1.1.

BART (Lewis et al., 2020) is another popular encoder-decoder model which is pretrained via denoising. We use two official released checkpoints which are finetuned on CNN/DailyMail and XSum respectively.

GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) is a decoder only model, we load its released pretrain checkpoint and do inference on summarization task by following their paper.

For Transformer model and BART model, we use implementations in FairSeq (Ott et al., 2019) v0.9.0; for GPT-2 model, we use Huggingface Transformers (Wolf et al., 2020) v3.0.2. Based on these implementations, multi-head attention is replaced by our EL-attention.

4.2.3. Inference Parameters

First, we list parameters for beam search. In SQuAD 1.1 task, we set length penalty to 1.0, max input length is 512, and beam size is 4. In XSum task, we use parameters listed in BART\(^2\), with length penalty 1.0, max input length 1024, max output length 60, min output length 10, and beam size 6. In CNN/DailyMail task, we conduct experiments for both BART and GPT-2. For BART model, we follow their parameters, with length penalty 2.0, max input length 1024, max output length 140, min output length 55, and beam size 4. For GPT-2 model, following their paper, we directly use pretrained model checkpoint to generate summarization, max input length is 512, max output length is set to 200.

In diverse beam search, we set diverse beam group same as beam size, and diverse beam strength is set to 0.2.

When switching from beam search to greedy search, we change the beam size to 1 and keep all other parameters unchanged.

---

\(^2\)https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq/blob/master/examples/bart
4.3. Main Results

We present inference speed for three model types (total five models), three tasks, three decoding methods (beam search, diverse beam search and greedy search) and two computation precision settings (fp16 and fp32) in Table 2. Compared with the baseline, EL-attention achieves 1.6x to 5.3x speedup for all models on these tasks and decoding methods.

In beam search, the speed-up ratio is between 1.8x and 5.0x for half precision and 1.7x to 3.9x for single precision. For example, EL-attention has 5x speed-up for BART\textsubscript{large} model when inference on the CNN/DailyMail. EL-attention shows more than twice speed up for Transformer model on SQuAD 1.1. For GPT-2 model, speed is 1.8x and 2.2x for small and medium model size, respectively\(^3\).

In diverse beam search, there is a similar speedup ratio as that in beam search\(^4\). Transformer model on SQuAD 1.1 dataset is accelerated to 2.8x, BART model on XSum and CNN/DailyMail has speed up 4.6x and 5.3x, respectively.

In greedy search, EL-attention achieves speedup from 1.6x to 3.1x for half precision. For example, speedup of BART model is 3.1x on summarization tasks CNN/DailyMail. GPT-2 model on this task shows 1.8x speed up.

In general, EL-attention has more significant speed gain for longer input and larger model size. The speedup ratio is higher when using half precision than single precision, due to half precision has higher arithmetic intensity threshold that balances memory bound and compute bound.

4.4. Speed on Various Batch Sizes

In this section, We study inference speed on varied batch sizes and present their cache size differences. We include another baseline multi-head attention without cache here.

In Table 3, compared with multi-head attention without cache, when using the same batch size 32, speed is 3x by using cache, speed is 4.2x by using EL-attention. Our method can further enlarge speed gain to 15.1x when batch size grows to 320. Here are two explanations why bigger batch increases speed: 1) higher arithmetic intensity from more calculations per memory movement; 2) longer execution time per instruction, which mitigates latency between CPU and GPU communication. As expected, among the three methods, multi-head attention with cache consumes the most memory, therefore, supports the smallest batch size. While EL-attention can support batch size up to 320, multi-head attention without cache will be OOM at batch size 128, because it re-computes states for all previously generated tokens at each step, which consumes more run-time memory. Multi-head attention without cache has no speed gain by increasing batch size since it already has high arithmetic intensity and long execution time per instruction even in small batch size. However, most of these calculations are duplicated efforts.

---

\(^3\)The absolute speed for GPT-2 model are smaller due to a bottleneck operation in Huggingface Transformers v3.0.2, which searches for finished beams sequentially.

\(^4\)Diverse beam search experiments for GPT-2 model are skipped because we did not find this feature in Huggingface Transformers v3.0.2.
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Table 3. Inference speed (samples/second) on different batch sizes. OOM means out of memory. All speedup ratios are compared to the same cell value of no cache and batch size 32.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Batch size</th>
<th>Multi-Head Attention</th>
<th>EL-Attention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No Cache</td>
<td>Has Cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.9 (1x)</td>
<td>5.7 (3x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>1.9 (1x)</td>
<td>OOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>OOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>OOM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Comparison of memory sizes used for storing input related model states, see § 4.4 for detail.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence Length</th>
<th>Multi-Head Attention</th>
<th>EL-Attention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Batch size 32</td>
<td>256</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5 GB</td>
<td>0.02 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>6 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch size 64</td>
<td>256</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 GB</td>
<td>0.03 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>12 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch size 320</td>
<td>256</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15 GB</td>
<td>0.15 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>60 GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We compare cache sizes required for storing input related model states between multi-head attention and EL-attention in Table 4. Our method only stores encoder output, so the memory size is 96x smaller compared to multi-head attention. Refer to Figure 1 for the relationship between encoder output and key-value pairs. These numbers are calculated based on BART\textsubscript{large} and half precision.

4.5. Accuracy Verification

At first, we direct load the BART released checkpoint for inference, then calculate the ROUGE score. Our reproduced results are similar to the numbers reported in their paper. Then we replace multi-head attention with EL-attention, there is no result change when using single precision (fp32). Compared result between half precision (fp16) and fp32, there are slight differences in both multi-head attention and EL-attention due to low precision. But the rouge score differences are minimal. We report all the ROUGE scores in Table 5.

5. Related Work

5.1. Transformer Speed up

Many works focus on improving inference speed for Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) and variant models. 1) Reducing complexity on sequence length. PoWER-BERT (Goyal et al., 2020) studies progressive word-vector elimination, Linformer (Wang et al., 2020a) proposes attention with linear complexity, Reformer (Kitaev et al., 2020) reduces complexity by locality-sensitive hash, BigBird (Zaheer et al., 2020) and LongFormer (Beltagy et al., 2020) proposes sparse attention with global tokens. Linear Transformers (Katharopoulos et al., 2020) only stores accumulated states instead of maintaining every representation. Sparse Sinkhorn Attention (Tay et al., 2020) reduces memory complexity based on differentiable sorting. 2) Reducing model size. Fixed Multi-Head Attention (Bhojanapalli et al., 2020) studies choosing \(d_k\) based on the input sequence length. One Write-Head (Shazeer, 2019) shares one head of key and value for multi-head query and achieves speed up with minor quality degradation. LayerDrop (Fan et al., 2019) enables efficient layer pruning at inference stage. 3) Non-autoregressive generation. Gu et al. (2018); Lee et al. (2018); Qi et al. (2020) speed up inference by predicting all tokens in single step instead of step-by-step generation.

5.2. Roofline Performance Analysis

The Roofline model (Williams et al., 2009) provides an intuitive and insightful approach to identifying performance bottleneck. The attainable floating-point performance is affected by peak floating-point performance, peak memory bandwidth, and arithmetic intensity. Yang et al. (2020) constructs a hierarchical Roofline on NVIDIA GPU and extends it to support half precision and Tensor Cores, this hierarchical Roofline incorporates L1, L2, device memory, and system memory bandwidths. Wang et al. (2019) studies this problem across platforms on TPU, GPU, and CPU. Wang et al. (2020b) presents a practical methodology for collecting performance data to conduct hierarchical Roofline analysis on NVIDIA GPU.

6. Conclusion

In this work, we present EL-attention, a technology that significantly reduces memory cost and increases inference speed. EL-attention can be directly applied to existing model checkpoints without accuracy loss. Because of the massive memory savings, it might be especially helpful for efficient inference on memory limited devices, like mobile and IoT devices. We leave them as future work.
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